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The International Responsibility of the European Union

2013-03-12

how is the international responsibility of the european union determined in the context of the multilayered and ever
evolving union legal order the lisbon treaty has introduced considerable changes to the union s participation in
international affairs these have rendered this thorny question an even more pressing concern not only for the european
union and its member states but also for third countries and international organisations based on papers delivered at the
bi annual eu international law forum organised by the university of bristol in may 2011 this volume brings together eu
and international law experts to address the various questions raised by the union s international responsibility it
discusses horizontal issues such as the concept of responsibility of international organisations in the evolving
international legal order and the different techniques available for determining responsibility it also focuses on specific
policy areas trade investment environment security and defence human rights by approaching them from both an eu and
international law perspective

Miracles, Prophecy and God’S Other Ways

2012-05-18

today god is still performing miracles fulfilling prophecy and working in many other ways to prepare the world for jesus
return inside these pages are dozens of true and documented stories that show how god has touched the lives of many
people among them are josh mcdowell chuck swindoll hal lindsey gracia burnham hugh ross joni eareckson tada elisabeth
elliot astronaut buzz aldrin congressman sam johnson together they have written hundreds of books taped thousands of
radio shows appeared on television and preached to millions you will also read stories about organizations gideons
international wycliffe bible translators cbn the 700 club christian businesses hobby lobby mardel christian stores chick
fil a interstate batteries dayspring cards sports celebrities emmitt smith josh hamilton drew brees zach johnson tim tebow
musicians bill and gloria gaither david meece rhema marvanne



Braking of Road Vehicles

2014-05-21

starting from the fundamentals of brakes and braking braking of road vehicles covers car and commercial vehicle
applications and developments from both a theoretical and practical standpoint drawing on insights from leading experts
from across the automotive industry experienced industry course leader andrew day has developed a new handbook for
automotive engineers needing an introduction to or refresh on this complex and critical topic with coverage broad enough
to appeal to general vehicle engineers and detailed enough to inform those with specialist brake interests braking of road
vehicles is a reliable no nonsense guide for automotive professionals working within oems suppliers and legislative
organizations designed to meet the needs of working automotive engineers who require a comprehensive introduction to
road vehicle brakes and braking systems offers practical no nonsense coverage beginning with the fundamentals and moving
on to cover specific technologies applications and legislative details provides all the necessary information for
specialists and non specialists to keep up to date with relevant changes and advances in the area

Making Markets Empower the Poor: Programme perspectives on using markets to
empower women and men living in poverty

2016-03-23

the twelfth volume in the series india s national security annual review offers a detailed analysis of india s complex
security environment persistence of major threats alongside a constructive engagement with major powers based on its
economic growth military power and political stability topping the list of india s external security concerns is china s
veiled hostility manifest in its strategic nexus with pakistan incursions into india s borders and enhanced military
deployment in india s immediate neighbourhood added to these are the intractable boundary dispute and uncertain
implications of the recent leadership change in china india nevertheless is attempting to cope with china s pressures by
engaging with it at a diplomatic level and improving its own defence capability pakistan remains another major threat



because of its refusal to take action against militants responsible for the 2008 mumbai terror attacks its efforts at
expanding its nuclear arsenal and the increasing sway of right wing elements on its society politics and security forces
india further faces the challenges of facilitating nepal s difficult transition to democracy safeguarding its strategic
interests in afghanistan stabilising maldives fledgling democracy and tackling ethnic insurgencies along its borders with
myanmar on the other hand there are positives like india s strategic partnerships with russia us france britain germany and
japan as well as a flowering relationship with bangladesh india s internal security situation is less alarming with
progress in talks with some north eastern insurgent outfits a sharp fall in casualties due to left wing extremism lwe and
a gradual reduction in terrorist related incidents in kashmir but sporadic cross border infiltrations in kashmir and spread
of lwe to urban areas still pose challenges addressing such and other issues this book will be indispensable for
policymakers and governmental organisations those in defence and strategic sectors and students of defence studies
foreign policy international relations and political science

India’s National Security

2013-07-18

almost all states are either federal or regionalized in some sense it is difficult to find a state that is entirely unitary and
the routledge handbook of regionalism and federalism necessarily takes in almost the entire world both federalism and
regionalism have been subjects of a vast academic literature mainly from political science but sometimes also from history
economics and geography this cutting edge examination seeks to evaluate the two types of state organization from the
perspective of political science producing a work that is analytical rather than simply descriptive the handbook presents
some of the latest theoretical reflections on regionalism and federalism and then moves on to discuss cases of both
regionalism and federalism in key countries chosen from the world s macro regions assembling this wide range of case studies
allows the book to present a general picture of current trends in territorial governance the final chapters then examine
failed federations such as czechoslovakia and examples of transnational regionalism the eu nafta and the african union
covering evolving forms of federalism and regionalism in all parts of the world and featuring a comprehensive range of
case studies by leading international scholars this work will be an essential reference source for all students and
scholars of international politics comparative politics and international relations



Routledge Handbook of Regionalism & Federalism

2014-01-21

housing policy has been central to the economic success stories of the major east asian economies as well as a pillar of
social and welfare provision this book explores not only the development of their distinctive approach but also the
challenges posed in recent years and currently by rapid socio economic and demographic change

Housing East Asia

2012-08-21

korea 2012 politics economy and society contains concise overview articles covering domestic developments and the
economy in both south and north korea as well as inter korean relations and foreign relations of the two koreas in 2011
additional papers deal with topics such as south korea s foreign trade drive the death of kim jong il south korea as a
middle power the portrayal of north koreans in rok cinema graphic novel representations of food issues in post famine
north korea and north korean views of foreigners a detailed chronology complements the articles

A New Role for Citizens in Public Procurement

2013-02-11

the role of business in global governance is now widely recognized but exploration of its role in global financial
governance has been more haphazard than systematic this book provides the first comprehensive analysis of the role of
transnational financial associations tfas in the organization of global finance this book develops three theoretical
themes of assemblage functionality and power as enrolment these themes challenge approaches that treat financial power
as emanating from a single location or force whilst existing approaches tend to treat tfas as irrelevant or as merely



transmitting power originating elsewhere this book argues that power must be created by painstakingly assembling actors
networks and objects that are often quite autonomous and working at cross purposes to one another a process in which
tfas play a central role the book explores these themes in chapters examining the roles of tfas in interacting with public
authorities constructing global financial markets and creating financial communities the authors additionally analyse
the roles of tfas in the european union in the global south and in promoting goals other than profitability including
islamic finance microfinancing savings banks and cooperatives making a distinctive contribution to our understanding of
global finance and global governance transnational financial associations and the governance of global finance is an
important book for students and scholars of international political economy finance global governance and international
relations

Korea 2012

2016-10-10

21st century homestead nitrogen fixing crops contains everything you need to stay up to date on nitrogen fixing crops for
your sustainable farm or garden

Transnational Financial Associations and the Governance of Global Finance

2012-07-26

anyone who spends time with children knows that praise works it is a powerful motivator praising children for good
behaviour or good work builds self esteem and self confidence children love to collect stickers certificates and rewards
so what better way is there to shape behaviour encourage good work habits and produce confident learners teachers and
parents alike know that praise is effective we use it every day and we see the positive effect that it has on our children
however constructivist practitioners would argue that praise in any form creates hierarchies and competition in the
classroom has little effect on genuine learning and is invasively judgemental rather than supportive constructivists



would further argue that self esteem cannot be built by external agency teachers and parents can only create an
appropriate environment in which a robust sense of self can grow and develop this book challenges traditional embedded
thinking about the role of praise it questions the assumptions we make about developing self esteem about the ability of
children to form their own independent judgements and the choices that children make regardless rather than because of
contingent praise what happens when children are praised read this book listen to what children really think and challenge
your own assumptions features include case studies and children s work samples points for reflection which could be used
for cpd sessions appendices containing behaviour policy samples pupil teacher and parental perspectives this book is aimed
at practising and training primary school teachers it would also be suitable for nqts who are starting to shape their
own practice experienced teachers who want to develop and question their own practice and students on ba hons and pgce
courses

21st Century Homestead: Nitrogen-Fixing Crops

2015-01-29

in the wake of the protests that toppled regimes across the middle east in 2011 sudanese activists and writers have
proudly cited their very own arab springs of 1964 and 1985 which overthrew the country s first two military regimes as
evidence of their role as political pioneers in the region whilst some of these claims may be exaggerated sudan was indeed
unique in the region at the time in that it witnessed not one but two popular uprisings which successfully uprooted
military authoritarianisms civil uprisings in modern sudan provides the first scholarly book length history of the 1964
and 1985 uprisings it explores the uprisings themselves their legacy and the contemporary relevance they hold in the
context of the current political climate of the middle east the book also contends that the sort of politics espoused by
various kinds of islamist during the uprisings can be interpreted as a form of early post islamism in which islamist political
agendas were seen to be compatible with liberalism and democracy using interviews arabic language sources and a wealth
of archival material this book is an important and original study that is of great significance for scholars of african and
middle eastern political history



Praise, Motivation and the Child

2014-07-17

winner of the 2015 gordon burn prize and the 2015 cwa non fiction dagger shortlisted for the orwell prize and the james
tait black prize dan davies has spent more than a decade on a quest to find the real jimmy savile and interviewed him
extensively over a period of seven years before his death in the course of his quest he spent days and nights at a time
quizzing savile at his homes in leeds and scarborough lunched with him at venues ranging from humble transport cafes to
the athenaeum club in london and most memorably joined him for a short cruise aboard the qe2 dan thought his quest had
come to an end in october 2011 when savile s golden coffin was lowered into a grave dug at a 45 degree angle in a
scarborough cemetery he was wrong in the last two and a half years dan has been interviewing scores of people many of
them unobtainable while jimmy was alive what he has discovered was that his instincts were right all along and behind the
mask lay a hideous truth jimmy savile was not only complex damaged and controlling but cynical calculating and
predatory he revelled in his status as a pied piper of youth and used his power to abuse the vulnerable and underage all the
while covering his tracks by moving into the innermost circles of the establishment

Civil Uprisings in Modern Sudan

2016-02-09

this book analyses the reform movement in iran and the egyptian opposition movement since the early 1990s in their
historical contexts it argues that the contemporary movements seen on the streets of the regions today represent the
culmination of over twenty years of mobilisation by social movements



In Plain Sight

2017-01-04

in accordance with article 102 of the charter and the relevant general assembly resolutions every treaty and
international agreement registered or filed and recorded with the secretariat since 1946 is published in the united nations
treaty series at present the collection includes about 30 000 treaties reproduced in their authentic languages together
with translations into english and french as necessary the treaty series where treaties are published in the chronological
order of registration also provides details about their subsequent history i e participation in a treaty reservations
amendments termination etc comprehensive indices covering 50 volume lots are published separately a standing order
service is available for the series and out of print volumes are available on microfiche

Social Movements in Egypt and Iran

2014-09-11

the procedure of the un security council is the definitive book of its kind and has been widely used by un practitioners and
scholars for nearly 40 years this comprehensively revised edition contains over 450 pages of new material documenting
the extensive and rapid innovations in the council s procedures of the past two decades a one stop handbook and guide
with meticulous referencing this book has served diplomats un staff and scholars alike in providing unique insight into the
inside workings of the world s preeminent body for the maintenance of international peace and security thoroughly
grounded in the history and politics of the council it brings to life the ways the council has responded through its working
methods to a changing world the book explains the council s role in its wider un charter context and examines its
relations with other un organs and with its own subsidiary bodies this includes the remarkable expansion in un peacekeeping
peacebuilding and political missions sanctions and counter terrorism bodies and international legal tribunals it contains
detailed analysis of voting and decision taking by the council as well as the place format and conduct of meetings it also
seeks to illuminate the personalities behind the council s work ranging from the diplomats who sit on the council itself to



the un secretary general and those outside the council affected by its decisions it concludes with reflections on the
improvements that have made to the council s procedures over many decades and the scope for further reform

Treaty Series 2794

2013-05-02

the routledge international handbook of innovation education is the international reference work on innovation education
and potentially opens an entirely new direction in education the overall goal of the handbook is to address the question
of how to develop innovators in general and how to develop the innovative potential of today s young people with
exceptional talents in science technology engineering and maths stem disciplines in particular today many governments
around the world are interested in the development of stem innovators this handbook provides the first and most
comprehensive account available of what should be done in order to develop innovators and how to do it successfully it
includes chapters by leading specialists from around the world responsible for much of the current research in the fields of
innovation gifted education scientific talent science education and high ability studies based on the latest research findings
and expert opinion this book goes beyond mere anecdotes to consider what science can tell us about the development of
innovators by enlisting chapters from innovation experts educators psychologists policy makers and researchers in the
field of management the routledge international handbook of innovation education will allow all of these scholars to
speak to each other about how to develop innovators via innovation education including such issues as the nature of
innovation education its basis main components and content its criteria and specificity in various domains and contexts
societal demands placed upon it this ground breaking and potentially field defining work will thus serve as the first
authoritative resource on all aspects of theory research and practice of innovation education

The Procedure of the UN Security Council

2013



fairtrade has established itself as a distinct phenomenon within the realm of global consumerism fairtrade aims to protect
small producers against price volatility and inadequate incomes as well as to provide community benefits health care
education it relies on consumer purchases of ft products carried out at agreed minimum prices these purchases measure the
trust accorded to the scheme which is founded on a system of certification comprising a series of recommended producer
welfare enhancing standards that ft products must satisfy

The Routledge International Handbook of Innovation Education

2013-10-24

through compelling and insightful analysis of the russian case this book explores the role that social welfare plays in
regime transitions it examines the role that gender and social welfare has played in russia s post communist political
evolution from yeltsin s assumption of the presidency to putin s return for a third term as president in 2012

The Processes and Practices of Fair Trade

2013-07-31

this book examines the dynamics of relations and the substance of the negotiations between the international community
and iran over the latter s nuclear programme iran s nuclear programme and the alleged threat to international peace and
security remains one of the most important issues in the united states as well as in european foreign affairs in the us iran
has dominated the political discourse for over three decades and europe has spent considerable political capital in finding
a diplomatic solution to iran s nuclear ambitions while relations between both states remain subject to mutual hostility
the eu remains a channel of communication and since 2003 has maintained a multilateral negotiation framework by and
large the narrative on nuclear negotiations is dominated by constructivist and realist literature portraying relations
between the us and iran in ideological terms as a prolonged struggle for regional influence embedded within conflict
resolution and diplomatic theory this work attempts to bridge this gap drawing upon primary documents and interviews



the text examines negotiation behaviour and strategies and tools of statecraft as well as analysing technical aspects
of initiatives concerning the nuclear programme this book will be of much interest to students of nuclear proliferation
international diplomacy middle eastern politics security studies and ir in general

Democracy, Gender, and Social Policy in Russia

2016

a monetary hope for europe this book studies the euro in a global perspective and opens a new series edited by the jean
monnet european centre of excellence of the university of florence verso l unificazione europea most of the chapters have
been written by economists who met and discussed their diverse views at a multi disciplinary conference organized by the
centre in may 2013 under the title the euro and the struggle for the creation of a new global currency problems and
perspectives in the building of the political financial and economic foundations of the european federal government the list
of contributors also includes historians as well as european and international law academics their essays have been
revised on the basis and against the backdrop of an ongoing crisis of both the euro and the whole european project in the
last years and months the volume aims to provide useful data and interpretations to improve knowledge on the euro and
the european union in their economic historical juridical and political perspectives

Iran's Nuclear Diplomacy

2017-10-02

the population and housing census provides at regular intervals information on the number and characteristics of the
population of a country and on its housing stock it is an essential source of information for small area national regional
and international planning and development this publication reviews the practices followed by countries in eastern europe
caucasus and central asia in the population and housing censuses of the 2010 round taken between 2009 and 2014 the
aim is to compare the different approaches and practices adopted among these countries as well as with those in other



countries in europe and north america and to assess the compliance with the conference of european statisticians
recommendations for the 2010 censuses of population and housing the publication reports that in contrast to the
diverging methodologies being adopted elsewhere throughout the unece region the censuses carried in eastern europe
caucasus and central asia have continued to follow the long standing approach of entire field enumeration the
publication reviews in detail how the different countries collected information on the various population and housing
census topics highlighting similarities and differences and providing useful information for users of census data and
planners of future censuses

A Monetary Hope for Europe

2021-03-30

at the end of each census round fao reviews and assesses national census practices methodologies and results and
summarizes the findings in methodological publications under the statistical development series sds for the wca 2010
round 2006 2015 these assessments have been presented in two separate publications the first one titled main results and
metadata by country sds 17 published in 2019 presented a compendium of census metadata and main results for a record
number of 127 countries and territories the sds 18 i e this publication presents in its first part chapters 1 to 12 a
methodological review of the national censuses in its second part chapter 13 it illustrates global comparable data on
key variables characterizing the structure of agriculture the global review of census results includes key structural
variables that are not available elsewhere some examples are number and area of holdings land tenure and holder gender
other variables are land size classes average holding sizes legal status of holders household sizes source of farm labour
land use and operated land

Measuring Population and Housing in Eastern Europe, Caucasus and Central Asia

2013



bishop paul verryn knew he had a problem when xenophobic violence erupted in may 2008 and the threat of it spreading to
central methodist church in downtown johannesburg became very real there were over a thousand migrants living in the
church verryn s open door policy had plenty of critics both from within and outside the church back cover

Global review of agricultural census methodologies and results (2006 – 2015)

2012

this book offers an overview of the interface between european integration transatlantic relations and the rise of the rest
in the early 21st century the collapse of the soviet bloc opened up an era in which the drivers and perceived benefits of the
us alliance among european countries have become more variegated and shifting the proposition that the us remains at once
an indispensable and intolerable nation in europe is a key concept in the alliance as the us remains inextricably tied to the
continent through economic military and cultural links this work examines this complex subject area from many angles
including an analysis of the historical and cultural contexts of america s relations with europe as well as a discussion
of the politics of transatlantic affairs which utilises evidence gleaned from a series of case studies in the concluding
chapters the author assesses the likelihood that the west can entrench its global dominance in the realms of soft and
hard power and by effecting a controlled reform that will see multilateral structures open up to emerging powers this
book will be of great interest to students of european politics eu integration transatlantic relations us foreign policy
diplomacy international security and ir in general

Sanctuary

2013-09-13

the states from central and eastern europe that joined the eu in 2004 and 2007 provide a fascinating series of case
studies for scholars interested in politics ir and development studies the interest comes from the fact that never before
had so many recipients of eu aid joined the union and taken on the commitment to become aid donors the journey from



recipients of aid to aid donors is interesting because not only does it tell us about development policy in cee states this
policy area gives us an insight into governmental structures in cee states foreign policy priorities public opinion the role
of ngos civil society and how well cee states have taken on board the eu acquis the eu s rule book the book also explores
whether the development cooperation programmes of the majority of ceess reflect the so called transition experience of
moving from authoritarianism and socialism to democracy and modern liberalism it also explores the extent to which these
donors are aligned with the approaches of the dac donors finally by extending the scrutiny to the bottom up development
activities of non state actors and public opinion the book will analyse the dynamics of the solidarity of the former east
with the global south this book was published as a special issue of perspectives on european politics and society

Transatlantic Relations in the 21st Century

2016-09-12

through detailed comparative case studies of civil society engagement with two major regional international
organizations in southeast asia this book demonstrates the potentials and limitations of civil society actors as
democratizing agents in governance beyond the nation state drawing on previous research on civil society social
movements transnational activism and democratization uhlin develops an analytical framework focusing on a how
national and international political opportunities shape and are shaped by civil society advocacy b how civil society
activists frequently combine inside and outside strategies when targeting international organizations and c how civil
society advocacy can have a liberalizing impact on the targeted international organizations drawing on rich empirical
data including more than 100 qualitative interviews with civil society activists and representatives of the asian
development bank adb and the association of southeast asian nations asean the study demonstrates how civil society
actors have contributed to pushing adb and to a much lesser extent asean in a political liberal direction improving
transparency strengthening accountability and introducing mechanisms protecting people from the abuse of power with its
innovative analytical framework broad scope covering civil society activism across southeast asia and in depth analysis
of civil society attempts to influence adb and asean the book makes important contributions to research on civil society
activism in southeast asia as well as the more general field of civil society and governance beyond the nation state



Development Policies of Central and Eastern European States

2012-08-21

religious actors are becoming part of the eu bureaucratic system and their mobilisation in brussels and strasbourg in the
last decade has increased dramatically this book explores the mechanism and impact of religious representation by
examining relations between religious practitioners and politicians in the european union from the second world war until
today this book seeks to answer the following questions how do trans national religious groups enter into contact
with european institutions what are the rationale and the mechanisms of religious representation in the european union how
are religious values transposed into political strategies what impact has relations between religious practitioners eu
officials and politicians on the construction of the european union examining religious representation at the state
transnational and institutional levels this volume demonstrates that faith is becoming an increasingly important element
of the decision making process it includes chapters written by both academics and religious practitioners in dialogue with
european institutions and will be of great interest to students and scholars of european politics history sociology of
religion law and international relations

Civil Society and Regional Governance

2014-07-15

south africa came late to television when it finally arrived in the late 1970s the rest of the world had already begun to
boycott the country because of apartheid while the ruling national party feared the integrative effects of television they
did not foresee how exclusion from globally unifying broadcasts would gradually erode their power south africa was
barred from participating in some of television s greatest global attractions including sporting events such as the
olympics and contests such as miss world with the release of nelson mandela from prison came a proliferation of large
scale live broadcasts as the country was permitted to return to international competition and its re admittance was
played out on television screens across the world these events were pivotal in shaping and consolidating the country s



emerging post apartheid national identity broadcasting the end of apartheid assesses the socio political effects of live
broadcasting on south africa s transition to democracy martha evans argues that just as print media had a powerful
influence on the development of afrikaner nationalism so the liveness of television helped to consolidate the post apartheid
south african national identity

Representing Religion in the European Union

2013-06-26

this book examines the political consequences of european security commercialisation through increased reliance on private
military and security companies pmscs the role of commercial security in the domestic setting in europe is widely
acknowledged after all the biggest private security company globally g4s group has its roots in scandinavia however
the use of commercial security contracting by european states for military purposes in international settings is mostly
held to be marginal this book examines the implications of commercialisation for the peace and reconciliations strategies of
european states focussing specifically on european contracting in afghanistan drawing upon examples from scandinavia
central europe and continental europe each chapter considers three key factors the national contexts that give security
contracting in afghanistan its meaning the national contracting practices the political consequences for the operation in
afghanistan this book will be of much interest to students of critical security studies global governance peace and
conflict studies european politics and ir in general

Broadcasting the End of Apartheid

2013-10-31

this book provides a comprehensive assessment of the perspective and approaches to afghan security taken by the states
bordering and in close proximity to afghanistan and the transnational dynamics that interconnect these states with
afghanistan and one another



Commercialising Security in Europe

2013-01-10

what would a de carbonised society be like what are the implications of a general de globalisation for our social futures
how will our high carbon patterns of life be restructured in a de energized world as global society gradually wakes up to
the new reality of peak oil these questions remain unanswered for the last hundred years oil made the world go round and
as we move into the century of tough oil this book examines some profound consequences it considers what societies
would be like that are powering down what lessons can be learned from the past about de energized societies will there be
rationing systems or just the market to allocate scarce energy can virtual worlds solve energy problems what levels of
income and wellbeing would be likely in this groundbreaking book john urry analyzes how the twentieth century created a
kind of mirage of the future that is unsustainable into even the medium term and envisions the future of an oil dependent
world facing energy descent without a large scale plan b how can the energizing of society possibly be going into reverse

The Regional Dimensions to Security

2017-01-18

in accordance with article 102 of the charter and the relevant general assembly resolutions every treaty and
international agreement registered or filed and recorded with the secretariat since 1946 is published in the united nations
treaty series at present the collection includes about 30 000 treaties reproduced in their authentic languages together
with translations into english and french as necessary the treaty series where treaties are published in the chronological
order of registration also provides details about their subsequent history i e participation in a treaty reservations
amendments termination etc comprehensive indices covering 50 volume lots are published separately a standing order
service is available for the series and out of print volumes are available on microfiche



Societies beyond Oil

2012-10-25

professional and academic lexicographers present and discuss innovations ideas and developments in all aspects of
electronic lexicography including dictionary writing systems and the integration of corpora for every kind of dictionary in
every format

Treaty Series 2786

2014-06-19

the book showcases a selection of peer reviewed papers the preliminary versions of which were presented at a conference
held 11 13 june 2011 in bologna and organized jointly by the italian statistical society sis the institute national
institute of statistics istat and the bank of italy the theme of the conference was statistics in the 150 years of the
unification of italy the celebration of the anniversary of italian unification provided the opportunity to examine and
discuss the methodological aspects and applications from a historical perspective and both from a national and
international point of view the critical discussion on the issues of the past has made it possible to focus on recent
advances considering the studies of socio economic and demographic changes in european countries

Electronic Lexicography

2016-04-24

when business imperatives require large enterprises to reorganize involving the reduction in staff legally characterized as
collective dismissal eu directives and laws across europe mandate specific procedures to support workers who have been
made redundant and impose sanctions where regulatory or judicial scrutiny uncovers violations it is thus essential that a



clearly defined framework of the laws and jurisprudence in force in each member state be provided for businesses and their
counsel to ensure compliance and avoid sanctions this eminently practical book the first and only book of its kind
provides exactly such an analysis the book is structured on a country by country basis with each chapter written by an
expert in the country covered and responding concisely to such questions as the following how is collective dismissal
calculated which issues regarding collective layoffs procedures trigger legal intervention what happens when enterprises
provide incomplete or delayed information to labour unions or public officials when can a worker be reinstated or claim
compensation each chapter clarifies the extent to which directives have been implemented in the member states and whether
the law in force provides workers with some more favourable treatments than eu actually requires jurisprudence and its
practical application are analysed from the perspective of the law in action rather than that of the law in the books a
concluding chapter examines global standards and trends in this area of law there is no other publication fully devoted
to the subject of collective dismissal extensively elaborated and supported with case law as a source of reliable
information as manifested in the actions of judges lawyers solicitors firms and labour unions this book has no peers it will
be welcomed and put to use by lawyers and solicitors specializing in labour law in house counsel and human resources
professionals at multinational companies regulatory authorities and labour unions as well as by universities and centres
of research in the field of european law and labour law the editors roberto cosio filippo curcuruto vincenzo di cerbo and
giovanni mammone all have extensive experience in judicial and administrative practice related to eu labour law
particularly in italy all are well known authors in this field

Statistical Methods and Applications from a Historical Perspective

2017-07-20

this study discusses salient trends demonstrated by contemporary warfare of these first years of the 21st century the
authors reinforce previous notions of fourth generation warfare but most importantly explore the workings of new
components and how these have modified the theory and practice of warfare beyond the basic divisions of conventional and
unconventional warfare as witnessed in the preceding century throughout history there has been a close interaction
between politics communication and armed conflict and a main line of investigation of this book is to track changes that
are presumed to have occurred in the way and manner in which armed conflicts are waged using cogent examples drawn



variously from conflicts of the arab spring the islamic state and russian adventurism in south ossetia crimea and eastern
ukraine the authors demonstrate the application of information warfare the practice of hybrid warfare and offensive use
of diplomacy communications economics and international law to obtain political and military advantages against the
status quo states of the international community the authors combine a theoretical framework with concrete empirical
examples in order to create a better understanding and comprehension of the current events and processes that shape the
character of contemporary armed conflicts and how they are informed and perceived in a highly mediatised and politicised
world

Collective Dismissal in the European Union: A Comparative Analysis

2013-11-29

foresight and innovation is a guide for readers that are interested about the future the book introduces a concept of
futurist thinking which includes anticipating innovating and communicating about the futures these concepts show how
various organizations all over the world are thinking communicating and creating a better future

The Changing Face of Warfare in the 21st Century

2012-05-14

this is the only book to focus on industrial and environmental applications of synthetic biology covering 17 of the most
promising uses in the areas of biofuel bioremediation and biomaterials the contributions are written by experts from
academia non profit organizations and industry outlining not only the scientific basics but also the economic
environmental and ethical impact of the new technologies this makes it not only suitable as supplementary material for
students but also the perfect companion for policy makers and funding agencies if they are to make informed decisions about
synthetic biology largely coordinated by markus schmidt a policy adviser and the only european to testify in front of the
bioethics commission of the obama administration



Foresight and Innovation

Synthetic Biology
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